Mentoring Solutions for Law Enforcement
“Solutions that Empower your Workforce”

Cyber Security Enterprise Integration
Best Practices

Let’s put aside the obvious here.
By obvious, I mean making
Cybersecurity a priority, making a
case for funding, and connecting
with any entity in your
organization who is responsible
for Cybersecurity.

Integrating Cybersecurity into the Enterprise
1. Designate a cybersecurity contact within your agency
2. Identify points of contact and formalize partnerships within your city/county, with federal agencies,
with your fusion center and with the private sector
3. Conduct a cyber-threat assessment
4. Provide cyber-awareness training
5. Establish and maintain executive support for cybersecurity
6. Develop and follow a cybersecurity maintenance plan
7. Develop a cyber-response and recovery plan
8. Conduct organization-wide cyber exercises
9. Share cybersecurity information within your organization and with external partners
10. Develop a cybersecurity career track for your agency
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DESIGNATE A CYBERSECURITY CONTACT
This does not need to be a person with cyber expertise; rather, find someone who is suitable for a liaison role
and keen to learn – and keep learning – about cybersecurity. Ideally, he or she will have some technological
knowledge but this person will primarily serve as the central contact in your agency for all things cyber.
Anyone in the agency should be able to contact this person with any suspicions or concerns.
This will be the person to contact for cyber “roadside assistance.”
Depending on the size and capabilities of your agency you may have the ability to have more than one person
responsible for cyber to address different cyber components:
 Cybersecurity
 Information technology
 Cybercrime
 Cyber investigations
 Cyber analysis and information sharing

IDENTIFY POCs AND FORMALIZE PARTNERSHIPS
No matter the needs or location of your agency, there are resources out there for you. First, identify all of the
potential partners in your area and begin your outreach effort. As you proceed, you will uncover new partners
and can reach out to them. This cycle will likely continue for many months as you fully explore all that your
region has to offer. Partnerships are a two-way street: You receive benefits from partners and they from you.
Think of these as collaborative relationships and consider what you can offer.
As a law enforcement agency you may be able to include these groups in your information sharing loops. You
may also serve as a conduit for them to other federal law enforcement resources. Eventually, once your
agency has invested in developing a cyber-investigative capability, you can directly support cybercrime
investigations. For your public sector counterparts you can lend radios, personnel, and other resources to be
supportive. Also consider offering and asking for: site tours; informative briefings, or introductions to other
partners. These actions will increase the visibility of your cyber unit, which will ultimately help you to attract
more partnerships.
A likely benefit of this effort will be that more formalized relationships can emerge. This can translate into the
formation of an association, a working group, or even a formalized mutual aid agreement or Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU). These legal agreements, set in place before a cyber-event, mean a shorter response
and recovery time for all involved.
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As you identify potential partners in your area, consider the following possible outlets:


IT Departments – These can be internal, city, county or multi-agency departments. These are the organizations
that directly provide IT products and services to your law enforcement agency. There may be more than one of
them, so make sure all are included. Also consider that there may be sources of support in one agency that are
not available in another. Tap into those, if you can.











Fusion Centers – The intelligence fusion centers can provide access to federal cyber resources, and in
some cases they have resources to support your agency directly. Each fusion center has different
capabilities so ask them to provide you with a briefing on the support they can offer. The National
Fusion Center Association also has a number of initiatives to support the cyber efforts of the fusion
centers.
Federal Offices – Contact the local office of the Federal Bureau of Investigation or Secret Service. They
can provide direct support or serve as a conduit to support from the national offices.
Other Law Enforcement Agencies – Contact the cyber leads at neighboring state, county, and local law
enforcement agencies. In the absence of a formal cyber lead, try to find someone in the organization
with existing cyber or technology roles (e.g., systems administrator, cyber investigations, cyber
forensics). Call on your agency leadership to help you make those connections and to loop in executive
participation from the beginning. Consider partnering with other local law enforcement agencies to
reroute calls for service or to provide back-up when communications and services are interrupted
during a cyber-attack. Formalize those mutually supportive partnerships with MOUs.
Other Public Safety and Government Agencies – Think about utility providers, emergency managers
and others from the critical infrastructure arena with a vested interest in cybersecurity.
Communications Centers – These merit special attention because these centers, including Public
Safety Answering Points (PSAPs) and dispatch centers, are increasingly vulnerable to cyber-attacks.
While they may or may not be directly operated by a law enforcement agency, law enforcement
operations certainly rely on these centers running without any disruptions.
Associations – Associations can give you more return than just approaching companies or other
organizations one-by-one. They also offer educational events, technology briefings and
demonstrations, purchasing collaboratives, networking opportunities, a resource for finding subject
matter experts, an environment for developing and exercising response plans, and an incident support
network. If you do not find the type of association you are looking for, consider starting one on your
own. The following types of associations are worth investigating:
o Law enforcement IT professionals
o Public sector IT professionals
o Private sector IT professionals
o Critical infrastructure owners, operators, and technology professionals
o Chief Information Officers
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Technology Companies – Reaching out to the private sector will educate you on available technologies
and services and will help you get a clearer picture of the required level of investment. Comparing
multiple offerings in the same space will help you to assess your options.
Critical Infrastructure – These organizations know the importance of cybersecurity perhaps more than
more than most. Find opportunities to connect with them and learn from their experiences.
Academia – Your local universities may provide opportunities such as:
o Partnering on cybersecurity-related research
o Providing cybersecurity classes
o Participating in working groups
o Identifying subject matter experts
o Speaking at educational presentations and briefings

It may be helpful to consider developing partnerships in different categories: education, response, recovery,
investigation, intrusion detection, operational support, and mutual aid.

CONDUCT A CYBER THREAT ASSESSMENT
The Department of Homeland Security’s National Cybersecurity and Communications Integration Center
(NCCIC) will conduct an assessment for free. The results of this assessment are presented in an easy-to-read
score sheet format that clearly conveys the areas of greatest vulnerability. This is especially helpful for
agencies that don’t have the resources or expertise to do this on their own. To complement the DHS
assessment, your agency can also use an established assessment process, like the National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST) Cybersecurity Framework, to conduct your own. You can also blend the two
– ask DHS to assess while you conduct your own assessment. A third option is to hire a private company that
has extensive experience in this type of work. The investment in this service might have a greater return after
going through the government-sponsored assessment process.
Quantifying and qualifying the following:
 Cyber personnel (e.g., capabilities, training, management, established career track, addressing at-risk
personnel)
 Personnel (i.e., awareness-level training completion rates, background checks)
 Agency policies (e.g., technology use policies)
 Physical security & System Design
 Organization planning (e.g., cyber maintenance, response, and mitigation plans)
A complete assessment should also include:
 An inventory of each and every device that is connected to your network, whether it be departmentowned or personal (What are they? Where are they? Who has access?)
 An inventory of third parties that have access to your network (Who are they? What level of access do
they have? What are their cybersecurity practices?)
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As part of your assessment, the
cybersecurity practices of vendors
whose systems interface with the
police department’s and who manage
sensitive data should be evaluated.
Ultimately, law enforcement agencies
are responsible for the data they
produce and are entrusted to securely
store them – whether this is done inhouse or through a vendor.

Once the assessment is completed, there is an important step to take as you continue to brief executives and
build the case for ongoing funding: What is the potential loss of a major cyber-attack? While loss is
traditionally calculated in monetary terms, for law enforcement the calculus extends beyond that to response
times, the ability to provide critical services and, for a major event, risk of injury to officers and civilians.

Your assessment(s) will give you the
information you need to paint a clear
picture of the threat.
Your goal will be to take that and
overlay the bottom line – what is at
stake. While we won’t cover it in this
guide, it should be noted that several of
the major insurance companies are now
offering cybersecurity insurance.
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PROVIDE CYBER AWARENESS & TECHNICAL MENTORING/TRAINING
Every employee of your organization must be trained on basic cybersecurity practices. This is the single most
important thing you can do for your organization. Cybersecurity practices that are practiced by all, include:
changing passwords regularly; backing up computers and other devices regularly; adhering to security
protocols when using personal devices that contain work-related material or that connect to the department’s
network; and a host of other practices that should be ingrained into your workforce through regular training,
daily practice and regularly scheduled cyber exercises.
Keep your agency’s employees engaged and alert by conducting regular, internal spear phishing campaigns or
regularly distributing cyber awareness bulletins between more formal training sessions. Ensure that the
training provides awareness information and easy-to-follow cybersecurity practices that they can adopt on a
daily basis.
There may be existing online training that covers the following:
 Reducing cyber risk
o Public website browsing guidelines
o Password management practices
 Managing social media
o How to change social media settings to protect privacy
o How to limit publicly viewable connections with law enforcement community
o How to reduce likelihood of being targeted
o How to create a private alias identity
o Maintaining your personal network of contacts – good vs. bad contacts
o Online comments and content guidelines
 Awareness of cyber threats and vulnerabilities
 Warning signs
o Recognizing phishing attempts and other malicious activities
o Identifying suspicious activities
You may want to supplement pre-packaged awareness-level training with the following:
 Who to report suspicious activity to within your agency and the importance of reporting things early,
even if they just “think” there might be something amiss
 Who to call for cyber “roadside assistance”
 How to follow agency’s policies for the use of:
o Private devices
o Public websites from government devices
o Government websites from private devices
In addition to the organization-wide training, more in-depth training can be considered for: executives,
traditional investigators; cyber investigators; crime and intelligence analysts; cyber analysts; and information
technology personnel.
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ESTABLISH AND MAINTAIN EXECUTIVE SUPPORT
As we’ve emphasized, while cybersecurity may have previously been seen as an IT issue, it is now an
organization’s issue. Trying to instill this cultural change and understanding will require establishing and
maintaining executive support and leadership. To start down this path, set up an initial executive training or
briefing session to provide the background information needed to create executive-level understanding of the
issues.
The briefing can tailor many of the topics addressed in this guide to your specific agency situation, including:
 Cybersecurity overview
o Threats, vulnerabilities, risks, consequences
o Case studies
 Agency cybersecurity status
o Known agency-specific threats, vulnerabilities, risks
o Current management and responsibility for agency IT and cybersecurity
o In-house cyber resources
o Existing cyber maintenance, response and recovery plans
 Federal partner briefings
 Prioritized next steps
o Providing organization-wide training
o Conducting assessments
o Developing maintenance, response and recovery plans
o Prioritizing current and future IT investments

A follow-up executive cyber briefing should be scheduled for 10 minutes once a week to provide leadership
with updates on threat information and any planning or resource needs. You can also develop a one-pager to
leave behind with updated cyber statistics. Statistics to collect can include the number of: suspected,
attempted and successful intrusions; thwarted intrusions; ongoing cyber investigations; suspicious cyber
activity reports; loss of services; and estimated “costs” of losses communicated in either monetary terms or in
terms of potential loss in service or compromised, sensitive information. Regular briefings from federal
partners can also be incorporated into these or other updates.
In the end, it often helps to provide real-world examples of what is happening to the agency or similar
agencies to make cyber more understandable. The briefing can be provided by the agency’s cyber lead, the IT
administrator, or a combination of the two.
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THOUGHTS ON EXECUTIVE SUPPORT
1) It may be easiest to deliver the cybersecurity message by relating it to the physical
security world that is already so familiar to law enforcement. Imagine that a computer
network is a house.
2) Think about what kind of a neighborhood surrounds the house and whether it is a good
or bad neighborhood.
3) Now consider the vulnerabilities of the security of the house, which depend on whether
there are locks on the doors, bars on the windows, or a security system.
4) Think about the potential consequences of a breach if the house contains jewels,
firearms, or even a family.
5) Consider how law enforcement officers will do their difficult job when their private
information, including details about their family or children, or information on their status
as an undercover officer is compromised and out there for bad guys to see.
6) Now lives are at risk and officers will second guess their safety on the job. There is an
expectation that the personal information contained in systems will be protected.
This may be the easiest way to convey the seriousness of the cybersecurity issue in
real-world terms.

Your agency will need to make some big commitments to
fully embrace cybersecurity across the enterprise – a
process that include investments in technology, training
and personnel.
Providing executives with the information they need to
understand this issue will help them to make
cybersecurity, and the associated commitments, a
priority.
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DEVELOP AND FOLLOW A CYBERSECURITY MAINTENANCE PLAN
A cybersecurity maintenance plan is a document that details how your agency is going to devote resources to
cybersecurity on an ongoing basis. The plan should address the following:
 Collecting and monitoring of IT activity logs
 Regular data backups
 Regular “patching” of software and reports of such activity
 System recovery files
 Software updates
 Training
 Personnel
 Real-time monitoring
 Domain Name System (DNS) log scanning
The maintenance plan should include a regular schedule for conducting all of the maintenance activities. There
should also be a way to track when maintenance has been performed and for that information to be available
for review by leadership at any point.

DEVELOP A CYBER RESPONSE AND RECOVERY PLAN
By this point you will have done the cyber assessment and the outreach to find a network of supportive
partners. Now is the time to develop the plan that details how your agency will respond to and recover from a
cyber-incident. The response and recovery plan addresses what to do from the time a suspicious activity is
reported to when an intrusion has been thwarted and full capabilities have been restored.
The following are components of response and recovery:
1) Initial Assessment






Detail how suspicious activity is reported or detected and encourage people to report things early,
even if they just “think” there might be something amiss
Determine if there is an incident and detail the criteria for doing so
Alert your IT and cyber team using a 24-hour emergency contact list that is regularly checked and
updated
Clearly outline the notification chain in an organization once a verified incident has occurred
o IT personnel, including systems administrator(s) and vendors
o Investigative units, including cyber investigators, cyber intelligence analysts, cyber forensics
specialists
o Contracted support, if relevant
o Command staff
o Media relations (if systems are taken offline)
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Request outside resources
o Federal partners
o Fusion center
o Private sector resources
Alert your information sharing partners
Enter incident into reporting systems and report to federal and state authorities
Identify the extent of the intrusion/attack
Determine the criticality of the system impacted
Assess what kind of attack/attacker this could be
Gather logs along the way (e.g. access, firewall, Intrusion Detection/Prevention Systems-IDS/PS, mail)
Gather as much information as possible from your team and your partners
Document everything and create forensic images










Develop a Preliminary Plan that includes both Communication to
employees and Communication to the media & general public










Develop the narrative for the event and ensure that all potential spokespeople know what
it is and use it
Determine who the spokesperson/spokespeople will be
Determine in advance what internal methods of communication will be used in different scenarios
(e.g. e-mail compromised, department’s social media accounts compromised, website
compromised)
Determine the different ways information will be disseminated to the media and to the public
o Social media, including Twitter and Facebook
o Traditional news conferences and press releases
o Text messages
Determine how much information will be released about extent of the attack
Build in notifications to officers/employees whose information, including home addresses, may
have been compromised
In the case of a serious breach of, for example, confidential informant (CI) information, develop a
plan ahead of time on how to quickly notify the CIs’ handlers and, possibly, the CIs themselves

 Build in a regular schedule for updates of information so your agency drives the narrative of the
attack and there are no extensive lags between updates, even in the absence of new information
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2) Mitigation
 Determine what to do to limit further spread/damage
 Determine if the system can be taken offline and if the capabilities can be transferred to a
supporting partner agency
o Take sensitive systems, including those with case and CI information, offline while this is being
assessed
o Take systems shared with other law enforcement partners, such as the District Attorney’s
Office, offline while this is being assessed
 Prioritize which systems to address
 Gather logs along the way (e.g. access, firewall, Intrusion Detection/Prevention Systems-IDS/PS,
mail)
 Gather as much additional information as possible
 Refine the communications plan
 Document everything and create forensic images
3) Recovery
 Gather logs along the way (e.g. access, firewall, Intrusion Detection/Prevention Systems-IDS/PS,
mail)
 Gather as much information as possible
 Prioritize which systems to bring back online
 Implement the communications plan
 Document everything and create forensic images
4) Investigation
 Gather logs along the way (e.g. access, firewall, Intrusion Detection/Prevention Systems-IDS/PS,
mail)
 Gather as much additional information as possible
 Ensure that your communications plan supports your investigative strategy
 Document everything and create forensic images

There may be some debate over whether the criminal investigation needs to take precedence over mitigation
activities, but both can be conducted in concert. There are steps that can be taken to preserve information for
the investigation while still mitigating the effects of the incident. Keep detailed logs, notes, and forensic
images all along the way.
It may also be helpful to think of cyber response in terms of the steps that are usually taken in battlefield
triage as presented in the table below.
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BATTLEFIELD TRIAGE

CYBER RESPONSE

Stop the Bleeding

Stop the Spread (malware or otherwise): Prevent attack from
gaining ground, maybe pull systems offline, determine how access
was gained and penetrated.

Start the Breathing

Start Essential Services: Make Forensic image of affected
machine(s), have a backup, restore from backup
Protect from Future Attacks: Patch systems to avoid same issue,
change your passwords, use and intrusion prevention system (IPS)
or firewall

Protect the Wound

Treat for Shock

Investigate: Keep channels of communication open, both within the
organization and with outside entities, partner with others to get
the resources you need

CONDUCT ORGANIZATION-WIDE CYBER EXERCISES
As with any other public safety plan, the cyber response and recovery plan needs to be exercised often and
with all potential participants and partners. After a new plan is developed it may take multiple back-to-back
exercises to iron out all of the details. Inevitably, there are things that will go wrong and plans will need
several revisions before they work as they should. It is important for all involved to understand ahead of time
that there will be bumps in the road but that is what exercises are designed to undercover. The objective is to
recognize your plan’s weak spots in an exercise rather than during a real incident. To borrow the oft-cited
military quotation, “The more you sweat in peace, the less you bleed in war.” The same principle holds true
here. Practice and practice some more until your plan works and people know what to do in different
scenarios.
The one guarantee is that no matter how much planning and exercising takes place, there will still be
unanticipated events and consequences. The plans can be designed to accommodate those eventualities and
the exercises can test the resilience of the plan and the team.
Once the initial rounds of exercises are completed and the plan is in place, exercises can be conducted on a
semi-annual or annual basis. Participants in the exercises should include all partners that have any chance of
being involved in an incident or providing support.
Consider taking advantage of the Federal Emergency Management Agency’s (FEMA) exercise planning and
evaluation offerings. With their nationwide exposure, they may already have exercises designed that can be
adapted to fit your needs. They can also serve as a valuable and objective resource for evaluation of the
exercises and, by proxy, the plan.
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SHARE AND CONSUME CYBERSECURITY INFORMATION
Information sharing on cyber threats and best practices should
be a top priority within your own agency. It should also be a
major component of your relationship with your partners.
Sharing with them will help to make everyone in your region
more informed and prepared. It will also encourage them to
share information with you. Much of the cyber information
you see developed within your agency will be valuable to your
partners, including:
 Threat information
 Technical details on malicious software and actors
 Information on upcoming training and exercises
 Best practice updates
 Cyber intelligence products developed in-house
You can package this information into the following products
for distribution within your agency and to your core partners in
fusion centers, law enforcement, and other public safety
agencies:
 Regular Cyber Bulletins – These will maintain
organization-wide awareness and vigilance and
reemphasize points presented in trainings (i.e., not
clicking on e-mails from banks). These can include
awareness information, case studies and profiles of key
cybersecurity figures in your organization and region.
 Alerts – These can heighten attention when there are
credible threats against the agency or when there are
large-scale intrusions in any industry.
 Intelligence Products – These can be developed as time
permits to address a cyber-topic in greater depth.
Alternatively, it is also possible to draft public versions
of sensitive documents working in conjunction with the
fusion centers or federal agencies that originally
authored them.

FUSION CENTERS










Cyber Quarterly: Sign up to receive
their cyber intelligence products.
Some are tailored to issues in your
region; others are national in scope.
Cyber Intelligence Network: This is a
relatively new effort established by
the National Fusion Center
Association that encourages real-time
information sharing on cyber
incidents.
Real-Time Monitoring: While they
may not be able to provide this
service, fusion centers may have
some best practices to share.
Risk Assessments: If a fusion center
does not offer this it can direct you to
a federal provider.
Conduit to Federal Resources: Fusion
centers are often co-located with
federal agencies. Most fusion centers
also have DHS and other federal staff
assigned to the center and can
provide direction on available federal
resources.

Tip: In addition to these resources, ask
your fusion center about their cyber
analytic support.

To increase the amount and quality of information received by your agency sign up to receive as many
information resources as possible through your partner network. Over time it may make sense to only
continue to request the most valuable resources in order to prevent being overwhelmed with information.
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DEVELOP A CYBER CAREER TRACK FOR YOUR AGENCY
Once you orient your agency to the cybersecurity mission, it is time to find, select and train the right people to
support it. A first step can be doing an IT skills assessment in the department.
Here are some general guidelines for parsing out the roles involved:

Network Security – This is the responsibility of a dedicated IT team that works closely with your chosen
cyber-lead at the police department. This team of civilians trained in cybersecurity is responsible for mapping
out the department’s network and all of its access points, cataloging and prioritizing all of the department’s IT
assets, upgrading and updating those assets and software, regularly conducting penetration tests (or working
with a vendor to do so) and providing detailed logs of all intrusion attempts, both successful and unsuccessful.
The team should also be the one that the department’s employees work with when there is a suspected
cyber-incident.

Cybersecurity Liaison – This is your cyber-lead and is a position most likely filled by a sworn officer. Ideally,
this person is relatively fluent in using technology but does not necessarily have to have any formal training in
network security. Part of creating the career path is providing access to the training to support that position’s
professional development over time. The one indispensable trait that we recommend in this person is
curiosity and the desire to learn about cybersecurity. As we mentioned before, the knowledge base is wide
and deep and takes time to grow.

Cyber Analyst – This civilian analyst is an expert on cyber-intelligence analysis and operations and can
contribute to the network forensics work of the IT department in the event of a breach. A full-time employee,
this person also coordinates with the fusion centers, analysts at other departments, the IT department and the
range of public and private partners. The analyst and cyber-liaison work together regularly to create products
for training and briefing purposes. In the event of a serious breach, this analyst works with the detectives
tasked with investigating the crime, the cyber liaison, the IT department, the fusion center and any federal
agency that may assist.

Detectives – Given the prevalence of crimes facilitated by the Internet, detectives trained in cybercrime
investigation and forensic cybersecurity methods, including how to collect and preserve evidence for
prosecution, are an asset to any department. There are a number of good training resources outlined in the
following section that all of your key cybersecurity personnel can take advantage of. Ensure that your
detectives understand the federal and state laws guiding cyber-investigations and the collection of private
information.
Once you have established these roles in your organization, it is important to provide a road map for each that
shows how those roles grow and expand over time. This can be done in a professional development guide for
cybersecurity that defines what each role is and the minimum level of training and qualifications for each.
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CYBER ANALYST
Key to Your Organization
A Cyber Analyst can play a key role in your agency’s Cyber
Team. The analyst’s responsibilities include keeping tabs of
cyber threats through methods including reviewing reports
and other products produced by the Intelligence
Community (IC), working with your agency’s IT team to
conduct threat assessments and brief decision makers and
analyzing data to understand threats specific to your
agency.

Additional responsibilities can include:









Suspicious Activity Reports – Receive and follow up on
reports of suspicious activities in the cyber realm.
Executive Briefings – Brief executives at your agency
and others.
Planning – Contribute expertise to agency Cyber
planning efforts.
Training – Coordinate and participate in agency-wide
training.
Exercises – Support the development,
coordination and evaluation of cyber exercises.
Develop Peer–Reviewed Cyber Intelligence Products –
Develop these internally and with partners.
Share Information – Distribute information, resources,
and threat alerts within the agency and to partners.
Shake Hands – Identify and create opportunities for
partnerships.

Tip: Hire a Cyber Analyst to in-crease your agency’s inhouse expertise, build a trained Cyber Team, and provide a
direct link for partnerships in the broader law enforcement
and intelligence communities.
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